
Based on this outline, I want you to make an article and format it as intro, add tables, and full body of 

article. I want you to do an in-depth research and expand the content. I want you to mix up sentence 

structures and lengths, and use a unique tone. 

Matt Diggity: ChatGPT AI SEO Strategies, Tactics And Strategies to Rank #1 

1. Is SEO Dead? A Discussion 

• Matt Digity doesn't believe SEO is dead but acknowledges impending changes. 

• He discusses how AI will reshape information search, making it more streamlined and efficient. 

• Mark Andreessen also shares similar views on the future of AI and information search. 

2. The Impact of AI on Entrepreneurs 

• Entrepreneurs need to adapt to AI advancements in SEO to leverage new opportunities 

effectively. 

• Those closely involved in SEO and AI are best positioned to capitalize on emerging trends. 

3. Exploring the Future of Niche Sites 

• Niche site development faces challenges, citing past updates like the Medic and core algorithm 

changes. 

• Matt mentions key characteristics for niche site survival, including brand, search volume, traffic 

diversity, and monetization diversity. 

4. The State of Google's Search Results 

• Google's search results face criticism for favoring certain types of content, including forum 

threads. 

• Matt anticipates Google may roll back or refresh certain algorithms, like the helpful content 

update, to address user dissatisfaction. 

5. Starting in SEO Today: A Perspective 

• Matt reflects on his beginnings in SEO and the uncertain landscape for new entrants. 

• He emphasizes the importance of adaptability and learning from algorithm changes to remain 

successful in SEO. 

6. The Role of AI in Content Creation 

• AI content creation poses no immediate risk of penalization from Google. 

• Matt stresses the importance of quality control and understanding AI's capabilities for effective 

content creation. 

7. The Power of Personal Branding 



• Matt discusses his journey in personal branding, emphasizing the importance of providing value 

and simplifying complex concepts. 

• He encourages aspiring personal brands to define their goals and leverage platforms like 

YouTube for maximum impact. 

8. Work Ethic and Success in SEO 

• Matt highlights the role of hard work and smart decision-making in his journey. 

• He emphasizes the value of implementing advice and continuous learning for success in SEO and 

business. 

9. The Importance of Business Skills for SEOs 

• Matt urges SEO practitioners to view themselves as entrepreneurs and focus on developing 

business skills. 

• He emphasizes the need to move beyond technical aspects and focus on broader business 

strategies for long-term success. 

10. Ease of Entrepreneurship in the Modern Age: 

• Starting a business is easier now due to the absence of barriers that previously existed. 

• Entrepreneurship remains valuable and is not replaced by AI. 

11. Building a Diverse Skill Set for Success: 

• Skills include SEO, YouTube, public speaking, community organizing, event management, 

and mastermind facilitation. 

12. The Art of Creating Experiences: 

• Crafting experiences for others is rewarding and adds value. 

• Despite challenges, creating experiences is a passion worth pursuing. 

13. The Reality of Running Events: 

• Events can be time-consuming and may not always yield high financial returns. 

• Events can enhance brand visibility and community engagement. 

14. Building an Ecosystem within SEO: 

• Expanding into various SEO-related businesses and services creates a diversified 

ecosystem. 

• Collaboration with integrators and partners is key to scaling multiple businesses. 

15. The Power of Consultants and Coaches: 

• Learning from mentors, such as experts in SEO and business, is valuable. 



• Recommendations and referrals are crucial for finding reliable consultants and coaches. 

16. The Impact of DNA Testing on Lifestyle Choices: 

• Genome analysis provides insights into health and lifestyle choices. 

• The consultation helped identify genetic factors influencing health and fitness. 

17. The Challenges and Rewards of Online Influence: 

• Dealing with negativity and haters online requires resilience and mental frameworks. 

• Negative feedback is outweighed by positive impact and engagement. 

18. The Future of SEO and Online Business: 

• Retirement is not on the agenda; focus shifts to passion projects and service-oriented 

ventures. 

• SEO testing groups contribute to ongoing learning and innovation. 

19. Quick Fire SEO Questions: 

• Preferred use of Chat GPT: Quick access to information and insights. 

• Favorite AI tools: Surfer SEO and Chat GPT. 

• Preference between YouTube and Google organic: Google organic for broader reach. 

• Topical Maps vs. keyword research: Topical Maps for comprehensive insights. 

• Techniques like parasite SEO: Utilizing outreach to established platforms for backlinks. 

20. Closing Thoughts and Appreciation: 

• Gratitude for engaging questions and meaningful discussion. 

• Offer of free resources and SEO strategy sessions. 

• Acknowledgment of Matt Digg's channel and valuable content. 

These points encapsulate the main themes and insights shared during the conversation. 

 

I Tried to Rank #1 on Google in 24 Hours to Prove a Point 

1. Search Intent Analogy: 

• The speaker compares search intent to water for a plant, emphasizing its crucial role in 

SEO. 

• Without aligning content with search intent, SEO efforts will not succeed, akin to a 

wilting plant without water. 

2. Lazy Approaches to Search Intent: 



• Two lazy routes to understanding intent: overlooking it or oversimplifying it. 

• Lazy Route 1: Quickly choosing a target keyword and creating content without deep 

consideration of intent. 

• Lazy Route 2: Superficially categorizing intent without thorough analysis. 

3. Challenges in Understanding Search Intent: 

• Search intent evolves over time due to changing interests and events like COVID-19. 

• Searcher intent is nuanced and cannot be universally classified, making it challenging to 

interpret accurately. 

4. Addressing Search Intent: 

• Understanding search intent is crucial for ranking higher and converting visitors into 

customers. 

• By satisfying intent, trust is built, enhancing the likelihood of directing visitors toward 

desired actions. 

5. Analyzing Search Results for Intent: 

• Examining SERP features and top-ranking pages provides insights into searcher desires 

and intent. 

• SERP elements like image packs and "People also ask" boxes offer valuable clues about 

intent nuances. 

6. Utilizing Tools for Analysis: 

• ChatGPT can aid in analyzing top-ranking pages for commonalities and themes. 

• Ahrefs' Keywords Explorer complements ChatGPT by providing additional insights into 

popular queries. 

7. Implementing an Intent-First Approach: 

• Crafting content based on search intent improves user experience and organic rankings. 

• Structuring, writing, and designing content with intent in mind enhances its 

effectiveness. 

8. Conclusion and Further Resources: 

• The speaker suggests watching a video on ranking a blog post #1 in under 24 hours to 

see the intent-first approach in action. 

Overall, the transcript emphasizes the importance of understanding and aligning content with search 

intent to optimize SEO efforts effectively. 

SEO in 2024: My NEW Google Strategy for this Year! 



1. Introduction to SEO Strategy: 

• The speaker shares their SEO strategy for 2024, emphasizing actionable advice based on 

recent developments. 

• Strategies are drawn from the speaker's experience in growing affiliate sites and 

marketing ventures. 

2. Utilizing AI Content: 

• Google is adopting AI for generating search results, potentially impacting website traffic. 

• While AI-generated content may reduce traffic, it offers opportunities to scale content 

production cost-effectively. 

• AI can help achieve topical authority by generating comprehensive content clusters. 

3. Information Gain in Content: 

• Information Gain involves providing unique insights, perspectives, or personal 

experiences in content. 

• Incorporating original information adds substantial value and authenticity to content, 

contributing to SEO success. 

4. Goal Completion and User Experience: 

• Goal Completion focuses on satisfying user intent promptly, reducing the need for 

further searches. 

• Content should aim to provide immediate and comprehensive answers to user queries, 

enhancing user experience. 

5. Backlink Strategy: 

• Backlinks remain crucial for SEO, despite Google's statements about their ranking signal 

importance. 

• A diverse backlink strategy includes digital PR, guest posts, link insertions, business 

directory citations, and link exchanges. 

6. Brand Search Volume: 

• Brand Search Volume indicates a strong signal to Google of a legitimate and trusted 

business. 

• Generating brand searches involves building a branded domain, engaging in social 

media, building communities, running ads, and implementing digital PR strategies. 

7. Conclusion and Future Content: 

• The speaker promises more content focused on immediate and cost-effective methods 

for generating brand searches. 



• Subscribers are encouraged to stay tuned for upcoming videos providing further insights 

and strategies. 

Overall, the transcript outlines a comprehensive SEO strategy for 2024, covering various aspects such as 

AI content, information gain, user experience, backlinks, and brand search volume to maximize website 

traffic and visibility. 

SEO Is A Waste Of Time in 2024 

Main Points: 

• Google is about to implement a change that will render traditional SEO ineffective. 

• AI, particularly its use in search algorithms, is making traditional SEO less effective. 

• Three main reasons why AI is impacting SEO negatively: 

1. AI is answering search queries directly, reducing the need for traditional search results. 

2. AI tools make it easy for everyone to create SEO content, saturating the internet with 

content. 

3. AI is making it harder to acquire backlinks, which are crucial for SEO. 

• The new approach to SEO is focusing on YouTube rather than traditional search engines like 

Google. 

• YouTube combines marketing and sales, providing better opportunities for engagement and 

conversions. 

• Five reasons why ranking on YouTube is superior to Google: 

1. People prefer watching videos made by real humans. 

2. Video content appears in both YouTube and Google search results. 

3. Videos have a longer shelf life and create Evergreen Pathways for business. 

4. YouTube SEO is less complex compared to traditional website SEO. 

5. Many competitors are hesitant to switch to YouTube, creating an opportunity for those 

who do. 

• YouTube allows for stronger connections with the audience and provides an edge over 

competitors. 

Key Strategies for YouTube Success: 

• Make videos that are genuine and authentic. 

• Utilize YouTube's dual search benefits (YouTube search and Google search). 

• Leverage the longevity and engagement potential of video content. 

• Simplify SEO efforts on YouTube compared to traditional website SEO. 



• Embrace YouTube as a platform for building stronger connections with the audience and 

outperforming competitors. 

Conclusion: 

• YouTube presents a significant opportunity for businesses to improve their online visibility and 

connect with their audience more effectively than traditional SEO methods. 

Overall, the transcript emphasizes the shift towards YouTube as a primary platform for online visibility 

and customer engagement, highlighting the advantages it offers over traditional SEO practices. 

How SEO Will Work in 2024 

Major Changes in SEO: 

1. AI and SGE (Search Generative Experience): 

• AI is transforming marketing and search engines. 

• SGE presents AI-powered snapshots at the top of search results. 

• Marketers need to optimize content for SGE to appear in the Carousel section. 

• Businesses can take advantage of this opportunity by optimizing for SGE. 

2. Short Content Ranking: 

• Google is rewarding shorter content in some cases. 

• Even for high commercial intent terms, shorter pages are ranking. 

• Pages need to answer search queries effectively, regardless of length. 

3. Google Perspectives: 

• Google Perspectives showcases user-generated content. 

• It's visible on mobile in the US and Google app. 

• Provides individual perspectives rather than branded content. 

• Offers a new type of SEO where businesses focus on user-generated content. 

Planning for Changes: 

1. SGE: 

• Sign up for SGE and experiment with Google Labs. 

• Test and optimize website pages for SGE rankings. 

• Request a free website and marketing review for assistance. 

2. Short Content Ranking: 

• Produce content based on what Google rewards in the space. 



• Balance the amount of information provided based on user needs and Google's 

preferences. 

3. Google Perspectives: 

• Experiment with Perspectives and analyze search results. 

• Incentivize customers to create content about products and services. 

• Collaborate with customers and influencers to produce user-generated content. 

4. Keyword Research: 

• Vital for understanding customer search queries. 

• Follow a structured approach for effective keyword research. 

Understanding and adapting to these changes will help businesses thrive in the evolving landscape of 

SEO. 

SEO for Beginners: Rank #1 In Google (2023) 

Introduction: 

• The speaker shares their experience of ranking on the first page of Google for various 

keywords. 

• They emphasize that the advice provided will not be generic SEO tips but rather practical 

steps. 

2. Step 1: Find Five Keywords: 

• Utilize Google Autocomplete to discover trending and less competitive long-tail 

keywords. 

• Avoid targeting highly competitive keywords and opt for more specific ones related to 

your niche. 

• Utilize Google's "related searches" section and tools like Exploding Topics for additional 

keyword ideas. 

3. Step 2: Create Amazing Content: 

• Content should align with search intent to satisfy user queries. 

• Emphasize uniqueness and quality to stand out from existing content. 

• Examples include comprehensive guides with unique insights and case studies. 

4. Step 3: Optimize for SEO: 

• On-page SEO basics involve including the keyword in the title, first paragraph, and 

throughout the content. 



• Focus on creating valuable content rather than obsessing over keyword density or 

placement. 

• Prioritize satisfying search intent over traditional SEO techniques. 

5. Step 4: Optimize for User Experience: 

• Front-load valuable information to make it easily accessible to users. 

• Emphasize readability with clear fonts, simple layouts, and concise paragraphs. 

• Provide a user-friendly experience to reduce bounce rates and improve engagement. 

6. Step 5: Build Backlinks: 

• Backlinks remain crucial for SEO as they indicate site authority and trustworthiness. 

• Introduce the "Be the Source" strategy, focusing on providing unique statistics or 

insights. 

• Target specific, low-competition keywords to attract backlinks, even for new sites with 

limited authority. 

7. Conclusion: 

• Recap key takeaways: target low-competition keywords, create valuable content, 

optimize for SEO and user experience, and build backlinks. 

• Encourage viewers to share which step they will implement first in the comments. 

These notes outline the main points and steps discussed in the video on ranking on the first page of 

Google. 

I Tested the Most Viral SEO Tips to Rank Higher in Google 

1. Testing Viral Google SEO Hacks from TikTok: 

• Experimented with various SEO tips from TikTok videos. 

• Tried moving from page two to page one of Google using AHRefs tool by identifying 

internal link opportunities based on keyword ranking. 

2. Results of the SEO Hack Experiment: 

• Tried updating content based on Google Search Console data. 

• Experienced a significant traffic increase after updating content based on traffic decline 

analysis. 

• Attempted to manipulate AI-generated content to improve SEO ranking, which proved 

ineffective and yielded low-quality results. 

3. Finding Easy Win Keywords Using Reddit and AHRefs: 

• Explored Reddit threads to identify potential keywords for content creation. 



• Used AHRefs to analyze organic keywords and target top-ranking threads on Google. 

4. SEO Tips for Ranking Content on Google: 

• Utilized Google Search Console to expedite the indexing process for website pages. 

• Experimented with AnswerThePublic.com to identify user questions and create content 

to address them. 

5. Challenges and Realizations: 

• Discovered that solely focusing on individual SEO tactics may not yield desired results. 

• Emphasized the importance of a holistic approach to SEO, considering various factors 

like keyword research, content quality, user intent, and site structure. 

6. Conclusion: 

• Acknowledged the value of SEO courses on YouTube for comprehensive SEO knowledge 

and strategies. 

These notes summarize the main points and insights gleaned from the transcript regarding the 

experimentation with different SEO hacks and their effectiveness in improving website ranking on 

Google. 

How I Start Every SEO Project… 

1. Primary Goal of SEO Project: The primary goal of starting a new SEO project is cash flow. This is 

emphasized as the ultimate objective because it allows for reinvestment in the business, leading 

to faster growth. 

2. Niche Selection: The focus is on finding a high ROI niche, meaning a niche with substantial 

earning potential relative to the content or links required. Examples include the power 

generators niche, which demonstrates a high revenue per content piece per month. 

3. Website Acquisition vs. Building: Instead of building a website from scratch, the strategy 

involves finding and buying existing websites from page two to five of Google search results for 

specific keywords, offering a foundation to work from and saving time. 

4. Master Audit: The audit process involves four parts: 

• Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO): Emphasizes making more money from existing 

traffic through optimization techniques like clear calls to action and improving user 

experience. 

• Technical Audit: Focuses on identifying and fixing technical issues that may hinder 

website performance, including crawl errors, missing titles, and indexing issues. 

• Content Audit: Evaluates content quality and relevance based on Google's guidelines, 

considering factors like expertise, original research, and user experience. 



• Link Audit: Involves identifying and disavowing spammy links to maintain a healthy 

backlink profile. 

5. SEO Growth Strategy: SEO growth revolves around two primary tasks: content and link building. 

Becoming a topical authority in a niche before the next Google core algorithm update is crucial 

for organic traffic growth. AI content creation tools like Surfer AI can expedite content creation, 

while link building involves acquiring high relevance, high volume links and low relevance, high 

authority links. 

Overall, the transcript provides a comprehensive guide to implementing an effective SEO strategy, 

emphasizing the importance of cash flow, niche selection, website acquisition, thorough auditing, and 

strategic content and link building. 

 


